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Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological
history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course
is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces
and major developments that together form the American experience, with particular
attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a
balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that have
shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and
bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
Reconstruction: A Concise History' is a gracefully-written interpretation of
Reconstruction as a spirited struggle to re-integrate the defeated Southern Confederacy
into the American Union after the Civil War, to bring African Americans into the political
mainstream of American life, and to recreate the Southern economy after a Northern,
free-labor model.
American History 2018Reconstruction to the PresentOpposing Viewpoints in American
History: From Reconstruction to the presentGreenhaven Press, Incorporated
This compact volume offers a broad selection of the most important documents in
American history: the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which ratified
women's right to vote; the Supreme Court's decision on Brown v. Board of Education;
and the "Heroism and Horror" portion of the 9/11 Commission Report; as well as
presidential speeches, Acts and Declarations of Congress, essays, letters, and much
more. The compilation of more than 70 documents opens with nineteenth-century
speeches by Red Cloud ("The Great Spirit Made Us Both") and Chief Joseph ("I Will
Fight No More Forever") and concludes with the election night speech by Senator
Barack Obama on November 4, 2008. Many of the selections recapture the voices of
great Americans, from Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream" speech to Franklin D.
Roosevelt's 1941 "The Four Freedoms" State of the Union Message, the Apollo 11
astronaut narratives from the moon, and addresses by Susan B. Anthony, John Muir,
Margaret Sanger, William Jennings Bryan, and many others. Brief introductions to each
document place the works in historical context.
This book provides a succinct and accessible account of the critical role of legal and
constitutional issues of the American Civil War.
The Reconstruction Era and The Fragility of Democracy uses our pedagogical
approach to help students examine how a society rebuilds after extraordinary division
and trauma, when the ideals of democracy are most vulnerable. The unit presents
educators with materials they need to engage students in a deep study of the pivotal
era of American history that followed the Civil War. It provides history teachers with
dozens of primary and secondary source documents, close reading exercises, lesson
plans, and activity suggestions that will push students both to build a complex
understanding of the dilemmas and conflicts Americans faced during Reconstruction
and to identify the legacies of this history that extended through the 20th century to the
present day. These materials will help students examine closely themes such as
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historical memory, justice, and civic participation in a democracy. The unit includes a
variety of interdisciplinary teaching strategies that reinforce historical and literacy skills."
From the "preeminent historian of Reconstruction" (New York Times Book Review), a
newly updated AND abridged edition of the prizewinning classic on the post–Civil War
period that shaped modern America In this updated edition of the abridged
Reconstruction, Eric Foner redefines how the post-Civil War period was viewed.
Reconstruction chronicles the way in which Americans—black and white—responded to
the unprecedented changes unleashed by the war and the end of slavery. It addresses
the quest of emancipated slaves searching for economic autonomy and equal
citizenship, and describes the remodeling of Southern society, the evolution of racial
attitudes and patterns of race relations, and the emergence of a national state
possessing vastly expanded authority and committed, for a time, to the principle of
equal rights for all Americans. This "masterful treatment of one of the most complex
periods of American history" (New Republic) remains the standard work on the
wrenching post-Civil War period—an era whose legacy still reverberates in the United
States today.

A collection of documentary selections offering insight into the major political and
social issues of American history since the Civil War
This nineteenth of ANNUAL EDITIONS: AMERICAN HISTORY, VOLUME 1
provides convenient, inexpensive access to current articles selected from the
best of the public press. Organizational features include: an annotated listing of
selected World Wide Web sites; an annotated table of contents; a topic guide; a
general introduction; brief overviews for each section; a topical index; and an
instructor's resource guide with testing materials. USING ANNUAL EDITIONS IN
THE CLASSROOM is offered as a practical guide for instructors. ANNUAL
EDITIONS titles are supported by our student website, www.dushkin.com/online.
It may be difficult to imagine that a consequential back electoral politics evolved
in the United States before the Civil War, for as of 1860, the overwhelming
majority of African Americans remained in bondage. Yet free black men, many of
them escaped slaves, steadily increased their influence in electoral politics over
the course of the early American republic. Despite efforts to disfranchise them,
black men voted across much of the North, sometimes in numbers sufficient to
swing elections. In this meticulously-researched book, Van Gosse offers a
sweeping reappraisal of the formative era of American democracy from the
Constitution's ratification through Abraham Lincoln's election, chronicling the rise
of an organized, visible black politics focused on the quest for citizenship, the
vote, and power within the free states. Full of untold stories and thorough
examinations of political battles, this book traces a First Reconstruction of black
political activism following emancipation in the North. From Portland, Maine and
New Bedford, Massachusetts to Brooklyn and Cleveland, black men operated as
voting blocs, denouncing the notion that skin color could define citizenship.
Writing in 1935 in his brilliant and brooding Black Reconstruction, W. E. B. Du
Bois lamented America?s post?Civil War era as a missed opportunity to
reconstruct the war-torn nation in deed as well as in word. ?If the Reconstruction
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of the Southern states, from slavery to free labor, and from aristocracy to
industrial democracy, had been conceived as a major national program of
America, whose accomplishment at any price was well worth the effort,? wrote
Du Bois, ?we should be living today in a different world.?Interpreting American
History: Reconstruction provides a primer on the often-contentious historical
literature on Reconstruction, the period in American history from 1865 to 1877.
As Du Bois noted, this critical period in U.S. history held much promise for
African Americans transitioning from slavery to freedom and in redefining
American nationality for all citizens.In topically arranged historiographical essays,
eight historians focus on the changing interpretations of Reconstruction from the
so-called Dunning School of the early twentieth century to the ?revisionists? of
the World War II era, the ?postrevisionists? of the Vietnam era, and the most
current ?post-postrevisionists? writing on Reconstruction today. The essays treat
the two main chronological periods of Reconstruction history, Presidential and
Radical Reconstruction, and provide coverage of emancipation and race, national
politics, intellectual life and historical memory, gender and labor, and
Reconstruction?s transnational history.
A century and a half after the Civil War, Americans are still dealing with the
legacies of the conflict and Reconstruction, including the many myths and
legends spawned by these events. The Long Reconstruction: The Post-Civil War
South in History, Film, and Memory brings together history and popular culture to
explore how the events of this era have been remembered. Looking at popular
cinema across the last hundred years, The Long Reconstruction uncovers central
themes in the history of Reconstruction, including violence and terrorism; the
experiences of African Americans and those of women and children; the Lost
Cause ideology; and the economic reconstruction of the American South.
Analyzing influential films such as The Birth of a Nation and Gone with the Wind,
as well as more recent efforts such as Cold Mountain and Lincoln, the authors
show how the myths surrounding Reconstruction have impacted American
culture. This engaging book is essential reading for anyone interested in the
history of Reconstruction, historical memory, and popular culture.
Presents a collection of primary and secondary documents offering varying
opinions on events in American history.
The Oxford History of the United States is the most respected multivolume
history of the American nation. In the newest volume in the series, The Republic
for Which It Stands, acclaimed historian Richard White offers a fresh and
integrated interpretation of Reconstruction and the Gilded Age as the seedbed of
modern America. At the end of the Civil War the leaders and citizens of the
victorious North envisioned the country's future as a free-labor republic, with a
homogenous citizenry, both black and white. The South and West were to be
reconstructed in the image of the North. Thirty years later Americans occupied an
unimagined world. The unity that the Civil War supposedly secured had proved
ephemeral. The country was larger, richer, and more extensive, but also more
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diverse. Life spans were shorter, and physical well-being had diminished, due to
disease and hazardous working conditions. Independent producers had become
wage earners. The country was Catholic and Jewish as well as Protestant, and
increasingly urban and industrial. The "dangerous" classes of the very rich and
poor expanded, and deep differences -- ethnic, racial, religious, economic, and
political -- divided society. The corruption that gave the Gilded Age its name was
pervasive. These challenges also brought vigorous efforts to secure economic,
moral, and cultural reforms. Real change -- technological, cultural, and political -proliferated from below more than emerging from political leadership. Americans,
mining their own traditions and borrowing ideas, produced creative possibilities
for overcoming the crises that threatened their country. In a work as dramatic and
colorful as the era it covers, White narrates the conflicts and paradoxes of these
decades of disorienting change and mounting unrest, out of which emerged a
modern nation whose characteristics resonate with the present day.
“Stony the Road presents a bracing alternative to Trump-era white nationalism. . . . In
our current politics we recognize African-American history—the spot under our country’s
rug where the terrorism and injustices of white supremacy are habitually swept. Stony
the Road lifts the rug." —Nell Irvin Painter, New York Times Book Review A profound
new rendering of the struggle by African-Americans for equality after the Civil War and
the violent counter-revolution that resubjugated them, by the bestselling author of The
Black Church. The abolition of slavery in the aftermath of the Civil War is a familiar
story, as is the civil rights revolution that transformed the nation after World War II. But
the century in between remains a mystery: if emancipation sparked "a new birth of
freedom" in Lincoln's America, why was it necessary to march in Martin Luther King,
Jr.'s America? In this new book, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., one of our leading chroniclers
of the African-American experience, seeks to answer that question in a history that
moves from the Reconstruction Era to the "nadir" of the African-American experience
under Jim Crow, through to World War I and the Harlem Renaissance. Through his
close reading of the visual culture of this tragic era, Gates reveals the many faces of
Jim Crow and how, together, they reinforced a stark color line between white and black
Americans. Bringing a lifetime of wisdom to bear as a scholar, filmmaker, and public
intellectual, Gates uncovers the roots of structural racism in our own time, while
showing how African Americans after slavery combatted it by articulating a vision of a
"New Negro" to force the nation to recognize their humanity and unique contributions to
America as it hurtled toward the modern age. The story Gates tells begins with great
hope, with the Emancipation Proclamation, Union victory, and the liberation of nearly 4
million enslaved African-Americans. Until 1877, the federal government, goaded by the
activism of Frederick Douglass and many others, tried at various turns to sustain their
new rights. But the terror unleashed by white paramilitary groups in the former
Confederacy, combined with deteriorating economic conditions and a loss of Northern
will, restored "home rule" to the South. The retreat from Reconstruction was followed by
one of the most violent periods in our history, with thousands of black people murdered
or lynched and many more afflicted by the degrading impositions of Jim Crow
segregation. An essential tour through one of America's fundamental historical
tragedies, Stony the Road is also a story of heroic resistance, as figures such as W. E.
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B. Du Bois and Ida B. Wells fought to create a counter-narrative, and culture, inside the
lion's mouth. As sobering as this tale is, it also has within it the inspiration that comes
with encountering the hopes our ancestors advanced against the longest odds.
The Civil War has ended and Patsy Berry, a former slave, eagerly awaits the return of
her husband, Hiram, but soon learns that his military service has been extended. Patsy
is determined to succeed despite Hiram's absence and an encounter with an
unscrupulous carpetbagger.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, no area of study is outdated more quickly than
history, and no time has been more turbulent for the discipline than our own. This
classic point/counterpoint reader in American history, now in a completely revised and
updated seventh edition, takes note of history's impermanence, giving voice to the new
without disposing of the old. In ten lively chapters, essays by the editors introduce
dialectical readings by distin-guished historians on topics from the Puritans through
Reconstruction. The essays and readings address history's timeless questions: "The
American Revolution: Social or Ideological?," "The Constitution: Conflict or
Consensus?," and "Slave Culture: African or American?" New readings are included on
African Americans, women, and immigrants. In the fray of debate, eminent historians
from Perry Miller and Allan Nevins to Eric Foner, Gordon Wood, and Carol Sheriff
struggle to interpret the past. The editors' essays moderate these passionate
arguments and offer a clear, distanced vision of the changing character of history. They
explain how history has usually been viewed through the lens of the present and
demonstrate with sparkling historiography that the discipline is as contemporary as the
headlines of today, as vital as the problems of tomorrow.
History is dramatic-and the renowned, award-winning authors Christopher Collier and
James Lincoln Collier demonstrate this in a compelling series aimed at young readers.
Covering American history from the founding of Jamestown through present day, these
volumes explore far beyond the dates and events of a historical chronicle to present a
moving illumination of the ideas, opinions, attitudes, and tribulations that led to the birth
of this great nation. The Reconstruction and Rise of Jim Crow describes the fallout of
the Civil War, whose aftermath left the United States South angry and poor. This book
details the struggles to decide how to deal with the newly freed slaves, through the
years of Reconstruction, Jim Crow, sharecropping, and segregation. The story line also
sets the stage for the country's next battle, which is between the Jim Crow laws and the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.
The fifth volume of the noted historian's acclaimed history of the United States covers
all main events and personalities of the Civil War and Reconstruction and describes the
wartime lives of Americans, north and south
From the “preeminent historian of Reconstruction” (New York Times Book Review), an
updated abridged edition of Reconstruction, the prize-winning classic work on the postCivil War period which shaped modern America. Reconstruction chronicles the way in
which Americans—black and white—responded to the unprecedented changes
unleashed by the war and the end of slavery. It addresses the quest of emancipated
slaves’ searching for economic autonomy and equal citizenship, and describes the
remodeling of Southern society; the evolution of racial attitudes and patterns of race
relations; and the emergence of a national state possessing vastly expanded authority
and one committed, for a time, to the principle of equal rights for all Americans. This
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“masterful treatment of one of the most complex periods of American history” (New
Republic) remains the standard work on the wrenching post-Civil War period—an era
whose legacy still reverberates in the United States today.
"Designed for middle-school history curriculum, independent study, or tutorial aid, the
American History Series provides challenging activities that enable students to explore
history, geography, and social studies. Activities include critical thinking, writing,
technology, and more. Vocabulary words, time lines, maps, and reading lists are also
provided. Meets NCSS standards and is correlated to state, national and Canadian
provincial standards." --Publisher.
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning scholar, a timely history of the constitutional changes
that built equality into the nation’s foundation and how those guarantees have been
shaken over time. The Declaration of Independence announced equality as an
American ideal, but it took the Civil War and the subsequent adoption of three
constitutional amendments to establish that ideal as American law. The Reconstruction
amendments abolished slavery, guaranteed all persons due process and equal
protection of the law, and equipped black men with the right to vote. They established
the principle of birthright citizenship and guaranteed the privileges and immunities of all
citizens. The federal government, not the states, was charged with enforcement,
reversing the priority of the original Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In grafting the
principle of equality onto the Constitution, these revolutionary changes marked the
second founding of the United States. Eric Foner’s compact, insightful history traces
the arc of these pivotal amendments from their dramatic origins in pre–Civil War mass
meetings of African-American “colored citizens” and in Republican party politics to their
virtual nullification in the late nineteenth century. A series of momentous decisions by
the Supreme Court narrowed the rights guaranteed in the amendments, while the
states actively undermined them. The Jim Crow system was the result. Again today
there are serious political challenges to birthright citizenship, voting rights, due process,
and equal protection of the law. Like all great works of history, this one informs our
understanding of the present as well as the past: knowledge and vigilance are always
necessary to secure our basic rights.
Collections of primary documents from American history which discuss both sides of
issues surrounding various events, people, movements and ideas.
An "account of the Gilded Age's real legacy that lies buried beneath its capitalists of
legend and its corrupt politicians"--Provided by publisher.
Drawing on a tremendous range of newspapers, memoirs, correspondence, and
published materials, the author examines what both white and black South Carolinians
thought about the history of Reconstruction and how it shaped the way they lived their
lives in the first half of the twentieth century.
Reconstruction EraThe American Civil War, fought from 1861 to 1865, produced
casualties and destruction on an unprecedented scale. Up to 800,000 soldiers were
killed, and huge swathes of the American south were devastated. However, although
the defeat of the Confederate States and the end of the war brought peace of a sort, it
left many unresolved issues. The period following the end of the Civil War has become
known as the Reconstruction Era, and during this time there were efforts to achieve two
separate goals: to reintegrate the former rebel southern states fully into the Union and
to achieve not only the abolition of slavery-which had been a war aim for the north-but
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also the emancipation and granting of civil rights to freed slaves. Inside you will read
about...? The End of Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War ? Radical Reconstruction ?
Carpetbaggers and Scalawags ? The Rise of the Ku Klux Klan ? Corruption and
Recession And much more! The Reconstruction Era proved almost as divisive as the
Civil War itself-the freeing of slaves threatened to undermine the very basis of society
and many southerners resisted. For some in the north, the unwillingness of people in
the south to adopt new laws and new ways of life seemed to negate the whole point of
the war. After all, what was the point of fighting and winning a war if the very things that
were fought for failed to happen? The Reconstruction Era was a period of turmoil and
change in the United States, and it ended not with a complete victory for either side but
with a compromise which satisfied no-one. However, this period did pave the way for
important changes which came much later. This is the complex and sometimes
confusing story of the Reconstruction Era.
Now in a new edition from Bedford/St. Martin’s, Interpretations of American History
offers an essential collection of essays and readings on American historiography. Each
chapter opens with an extended essay that explores the historiography specific to that
chapter’s topic, followed by two readings by preeminent historians that highlight
different — although not always diametrically opposed — historical approaches. Fully
updated for the next generation of scholars, the most respected historiographical reader
now comes with all the care and quality that you expect from Bedford/St. Martin’s.
A groundbreaking new history, telling the stories of hundreds of African-American
activists and officeholders who risked their lives for equality-in the face of murderous
violence-in the years after the Civil War. By 1870, just five years after Confederate
surrender and thirteen years after the Dred Scott decision ruled blacks ineligible for
citizenship, Congressional action had ended slavery and given the vote to black men.
That same year, Hiram Revels and Joseph Hayne Rainey became the first AfricanAmerican U.S. senator and congressman respectively. In South Carolina, only twenty
years after the death of arch-secessionist John C. Calhoun, a black man, Jasper J.
Wright, took a seat on the state's Supreme Court. Not even the most optimistic
abolitionists thought such milestones would occur in their lifetimes. The brief years of
Reconstruction marked the United States' most progressive moment prior to the civil
rights movement. Previous histories of Reconstruction have focused on Washington
politics. But in this sweeping, prodigiously researched narrative, Douglas Egerton
brings a much bigger, even more dramatic story into view, exploring state and local
politics and tracing the struggles of some fifteen hundred African-American
officeholders, in both the North and South, who fought entrenched white resistance.
Tragically, their movement was met by ruthless violence-not just riotous mobs, but also
targeted assassination. With stark evidence, Egerton shows that Reconstruction, often
cast as a “failure” or a doomed experiment, was rolled back by murderous force. The
Wars of Reconstruction is a major and provocative contribution to American history.
Encyclopedia of African American History introduces readers to the significant peopoe, events,
sociopolitical movements, and ideas that have shaped African American life from earliest
contact between African peoples and Europeans through the late 20th century. The
encyclopedia places the African American experience in the context of the entire African
diaspora, with entries organized in sections on African/European cnontact and enslavement,
culture, resistance and identity during enslavement, political activism from the Revolutionary
War to Southern emancipation, political activism from Reconstruction to the modern Civil
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Rights movement, black nationalism and urbanization, and Pan-Africanism and contemporary
black America. Based on the latest scolarship and engagingly written, there is no better go-to
reference for exploring the history of African Americans and their distinctive impact on
American society, politics, business, literature, art, food, clothing, music, language, and
technology.
One of the most misunderstood periods in American history, Reconstruction remains relevant
today because its central issue -- the role of the federal government in protecting citizens'
rights and promoting economic and racial justice in a heterogeneous society -- is still
unresolved. America's Reconstruction examines the origins of this crucial time, explores how
black and white Southerners responded to the abolition of slavery, traces the political disputes
between Congress and President Andrew Johnson, and analyzes the policies of the
Reconstruction governments and the reasons for their demise. America's Reconstruction was
published in conjunction with a major exhibition on the era produced by the Valentine Museum
in Richmond, Virginia, and the Virginia Historical Society. The exhibit included a remarkable
collection of engravings from Harper's Weekly, lithographs, and political cartoons, as well as
objects such as sculptures, rifles, flags, quilts, and other artifacts. An important tool for
deepening the experience of those who visited the exhibit, America's Reconstruction also
makes this rich assemblage of information and period art available to the wider audience of
people unable to see the exhibit in its host cities. A work that stands along as well as in proud
accompaniment to the temporary collection, it will appeal to general readers and assist
instructors of both new and seasoned students of the Civil War and its tumultuous aftermath.
Describes the changes brought about by the Civil War, discusses the impact of slavery's end,
and looks at the political, economic, and social aspects of Reconstruction.
The companion volume to the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History
and Culture exhibit, opening in September 2021 With a Foreword by Pulitzer Prize-winning
author and historian Eric Foner and a preface by veteran museum director and historian
Spencer Crew An incisive and illuminating analysis of the enduring legacy of the post-Civil War
period known as Reconstruction—a comprehensive story of Black Americans’ struggle for
human rights and dignity and the failure of the nation to fulfill its promises of freedom,
citizenship, and justice. In the aftermath of the Civil War, millions of free and newly freed
African Americans were determined to define themselves as equal citizens in a country without
slavery—to own land, build secure families, and educate themselves and their children. Seeking
to secure safety and justice, they successfully campaigned for civil and political rights,
including the right to vote. Across an expanding America, Black politicians were elected to all
levels of government, from city halls to state capitals to Washington, DC. But those gains were
short-lived. By the mid-1870s, the federal government stopped enforcing civil rights laws,
allowing white supremacists to use suppression and violence to regain power in the Southern
states. Black men, women, and children suffered racial terror, segregation, and discrimination
that confined them to second-class citizenship, a system known as Jim Crow that endured for
decades. More than a century has passed since the revolutionary political, social, and
economic movement known as Reconstruction, yet its profound consequences reverberate in
our lives today. Make Good the Promises explores five distinct yet intertwined legacies of
Reconstruction—Liberation, Violence, Repair, Place, and Belief—to reveal their lasting impact on
modern society. It is the story of Frederick Douglass, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Hiram
Revels, Ida B. Wells, and scores of other Black men and women who reshaped a nation—and
of the persistence of white supremacy and the perpetuation of the injustices of slavery
continued by other means and codified in state and federal laws. With contributions by leading
scholars, and illustrated with 80 images from the exhibition, Make Good the Promises shows
how Black Lives Matter, #SayHerName, antiracism, and other current movements for repair
find inspiration from the lessons of Reconstruction. It touches on questions critical then and
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now: What is the meaning of freedom and equality? What does it mean to be an American?
Powerful and eye-opening, it is a reminder that history is far from past; it lives within each of us
and shapes our world and who we are.
In this second installment of G. Edward White's sweeping history of law in America from the
colonial era to the present, White, covers the period between 1865-1929, which encompasses
Reconstruction, rapid industrialization, a huge influx of immigrants, the rise of Jim Crow, the
emergence of an American territorial empire, World War I, and the booming yet xenophobic
1920s. As in the first volume, he connects the evolution of American law to the major political,
economic, cultural, social, and demographic developments of the era. To enrich his account,
White draws from the latest research from across the social sciences--economic history,
anthropology, and sociology--yet weave those insights into a highly accessible narrative. Along
the way he provides a compelling case for why law can be seen as the key to understanding
the development of American life as we know it. Law in American History, Volume II will be an
essential text for both students of law and general readers.
Chronicles the history of the United States from the end of the Civil War through the difficult
years of the Reconstruction.
A collection of biographical sketches that profile the lives of ordinary Americans from colonial
times through the Reconstruction.
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